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PLAY SETTING

ACT I
Scene I: Marlene’s Fantasy: A restaurant
Scene III: Joyce’s backyard in Suffolk, England

ACT II
Scene I: ‘Top Girls’ Employment Agency
Scene II: Flashback to 1981, Joyce’s kitchen

CAST

JOYCE/NELL ........................................................................... Libby Amato
MARLENE .................................................................................. Cassandra Bissell*
KIT/GRISELDA/SHONA ............................................................ Grace DeWolff
ANGIE/WAITRESS .................................................................. Elyse Edelman
POPE JOAN/MRS. KIDD ............................................................ Mary MacDonald Kerr*
LADY NIJO/WIN ..................................................................... Karissa Murrell Myers~
ISABELLA BIRD/LOUISE ........................................................... Jenny Wanasek*
GRET/JEANINE ................................................................... Rachael Zientek

*Appearing through an Agreement between Renaissance Theaterworks and Actors’ Equity Association, the Union of Professional Actors and Stage Managers in the United States
~ Member of Screen Actors Guild and the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists

ACTING INTERN PROGRAM TEAM

DIRECTOR ............................................................................. Mallory Metoxen
JOYCE/NELL ........................................................................... Megan Scheftner
MARLENE .................................................................................. Hannah Shay Anderson
KIT/GRISELDA/SHONA ............................................................ Alyson Robinson
ANGIE/WAITRESS .................................................................. Rachel Meldman
POPE JOAN/MRS. KIDD ............................................................ Rayne Kleinofen
LADY NIJO/WIN ..................................................................... Mary Jo Perez
ISABELLA BIRD/LOUISE ........................................................... Riccarda Eickenberg
GRET/JEANINE ................................................................... Gabriella Ashlin

LEAVE YOUR REVIEW OF THE SHOW ON FOOTLIGHTS.COM
Help fill the seats of the next performance with a timely and favorable review to ensure that the arts will be here for the next generation.

1. BROWSE UPCOMING EVENTS ON FOOTLIGHTS.COM
2. USE FACEBOOK COMMENTS TO SHARE YOUR THOUGHTS!
2018-2019 SEASON

She BLINDED ME With SCIENCE

A season to feature strong scientific female characters!

NATIVE GARDENS
By Karen Zacarias
OCTOBER 19 - NOVEMBER 11, 2018

PHOTOGRAPH 51
By Anna Ziegler
JANUARY 18 - FEBRUARY 10, 2019

ANNIE JUMP AND THE LIBRARY OF HEAVEN
By 2017 Brink Playwright, Reina Hardy
MARCH 29 - APRIL 21, 2019

RENEW OR BE NEW: SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
WWW.R-T-W.COM | 414-273-0800 X201
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**DIRECTOR’S NOTES**

Top Girls begins with a fantasy celebration and ends with a young girl's nightmare. And in between there is a fairly realistic drama.

Caryl Churchill wrote that she meant for the thing that is absent in her play to have a presence. The thing that is noticeably absent in Top Girls is the ethic of caring. The belief that compassion can exist with competition.

Angie’s nightmare at the end of the play is captured in one word: “frightening.” What can she hope to become, to achieve, certainly not top girl status. So, what do we owe the Angies of the world? How should we feel about individual achievement when there are huge inequities in our society? As long as we have Angies in our midst, can we be fully proud of the Marlenes?

If we believe that compassion and competition can and should be connected, suddenly the connection transcends feminism and gender, and this play that we thought was a sort of fun feminist thing, has become a plea. A plea for change, a passionate appeal to imagine a world where the top girls can be celebrated, but we don’t abandon those at the bottom.

**BIOGRAPHIES**

**Caryl Churchill (Playwright)** Caryl Churchill was born on September 3, 1938 in London and grew up in the Lake District and in Montreal. She was educated at Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford. DOWNSTAIRS, her first play written while she was still at university, was first staged in 1958 and won an award at the SundayTimes National Union of Students Drama Festival. Caryl Churchill’s plays include: OWNERS, TRAPS, LIGHT SHINING IN BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, CLOUD 9, TOP GIRLS, FEN, SERIOUS MONEY, ICE CREAM, MAD FOREST, THE SKRIKER, BLUE HEART, THIS IS A CHAIR, FAR AWAY, A NUMBER, DRUNK ENOUGH TO SAY I LOVE YOU?, SEVEN JEWISH CHILDREN, LOVE & INFORMATION, HERE WE GO, and ESCAPED ALONE. Music theatre includes LIVES OF THE GREAT POISONERS and HOTEL, both with Orlando Gough. Caryl has also written for radio and television.

**Suzan Fete (Director)** A graduate of University of Illinois, Suzan co-founded Renaissance Theaterworks in 1993. Favorite Renaissance Theaterworks projects include: directing TOPDOG/UNDERDOG, THE SHAPE OF THINGS, BLACKBIRD and THE ROAD TO MECCA, touring NEAT to Port Elizabeth South Africa in 2013 and finishing as a finalist with LUCKY NUMBERS in the Samuel French Off Off Broadway Short Play Festival, 2015. She is especially proud that RTW won the prestigious 50/50 in 2020 International Applause Award for the 2015-16 season. The Applause Award is given to theaters in recognition of their commitment to women playwrights. Suzan lives happily in Wauwatosa with her husband Jeff.

**Ashlee Elder (Assistant Director)** Ashlee Elder is on her final semester at Marquette University and is getting her BA in theatre arts with a minor in philosophy. Ashlee has directed for the Marquette University Players Society as well as several other side projects and senior capstones in her five years at the university. Ashlee would like to thank Suzan Fete for allowing her the opportunity to learn from her and grow as an artist. She would also like to thank the artistic team and the actors for lending their talents to this amazing piece. We have all worked so hard and hope this show impacts you the same way it has impacted us.
Veronica Zahn* (Stage Manager) Veronica is excited to be returning for her second show with RTW after stage managing this season’s RUSSIAN TRANSPORT. Other Milwaukee credits include THE OTHER PLACE (Next Act, SM); COMPLETE WORKS... (ABRIDGED) (REVISED) (Chamber, ASM); SPOOKLEY THE SQUARE PUMPKIN (First Stage, ASM); I AM MY OWN WIFE, WOYZECH (Theatre Gigante, SM); and I DO! I DO! (Acacia, SM); and theatres in Indiana, Illinois, and Michigan. She is the Managing Director for MYT, works in the administrative office at Next Act, and taught stage management this past fall at Carthage. BA in Theatre Arts, Bethel College; MFA in Stage Management, Wayne State University. Matt Norby—The next time I thank you in my bio, it will be as my husband! For JC. www.veronicazahn.com

Bailey Wegner (Assistant Stage Manager) Bailey joins Renaissance Theaterworks as Production Manager following her recent role as Stage Manager for the Br!NK New Play Festival & this year’s Groundworks production of BLISS (OR EMILY POST IS DEAD!). She has worked with Milwaukee Chamber Theatre as a Stage Manager for Young Playwright’s Festival, and an Assistant Stage Manager for THE FEW. Her University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee credits include TRANSLATIONS, DIDO & AENEAS, and DAMN YANKEES. In addition, she has also completed a practicum with Theatre Bonn, Germany. She has a BFA in Theatre from University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

Anthony Lyons (Technical Director) This season marks Anthony’s twelfth year as Technical Director for Renaissance Theaterworks. In all, he has worked in various capacities on well over thirty Renaissance productions over the last twenty-five years. Past credits include: light board operator for IMAGINING BRAD and TALKING WITH; Master electrician for SYRINGA TREE (remount), SYNCOPATION, and FULL GALLOP (second mounting). Anthony is also Technical Director for Wild Space Dance Company and Luminous Theatre. Anthony has worked for Alverno Presents (R.I.P.), Skylight Music Theatre, Milwaukee Chamber Theatre, and Bialystock & Bloom (R.I.P). In a parallel universe, Anthony is a partner in a small custom carpentry firm.

Libby Amato (Joyce/Nell) Libby is making her Renaissance Theaterworks debut and she couldn’t be happier. Recent productions include CONSTITELLATIONS (All In Productions); BELL, BOOK & CANDLE (Milwaukee Entertainment Group); LITTLE GEM (Milwaukee Irish Arts); and MACBETH (Umbrella Group Theatre). She has also performed locally with Next Act Theatre, First Stage Children’s Theatre, Alchemist Theatre, In Tandem Theatre, Milwaukee Chamber Theatre, Optimist Theatre, and Windfall Theatre, and in Madison with Forward Theatre. Libby is grateful to the women of Renaissance Theaterworks, who have been an inspiration for many years, and sends love to all the strong women who shaped her life, especially Beth Amato. Love you, Mom.

Cassandra Bissell* (Marlene) Cassandra is honored to return to Renaissance where she has appeared previously in AMILIA, THE UNDERSTUDY, and CRUMBS FROM THE TABLE OF JOY. Regional (LORT) credits: Actors’ Theatre of Louisville, Arizona Theatre Co., Cleveland Play House, Court Theatre, Great Lakes Theater, Idaho Shakespeare Festival, Indiana Repertory, Milwaukee Repertory, Northlight Theatre, People’s Light, and Utah Shakespeare Festival. Chicago (CAT) credits: Chicago Shakespeare Theater, First Folio (Jeff nomination, Best Actress, SILENT SKY), Next Theatre, Rivendell Theatre Ensemble (Jeff nomination, Best Actress, MARY’S WEDDING), Shakespeare on
the Green, Shakespeare Project of Chicago, and Steppenwolf. Small Professional Theatre (SPT) credits: Company of Fools (Sun Valley, ID), freeFall Theatre (St. Petersburg, FL), and Peninsula Players (Door County, WI.) Cassandra holds a BA in Gender Studies from the University of Chicago.

Grace DeWolff (Kit/ Griselda/Shona) Grace is a Milwaukee-based actor, director, and theater-maker who also really enjoys teaching. Favorite credits include HENRY V (Director), JULIET, and FESTE at Bard and Bourbon Theatre Company; Seta in BEAST ON THE MOON and Laura in THE GLASS MENAGERIE at In Tandem Theatre; and teaching her own Shakespeare curriculum at Bradley Tech High School through Arts@Large. Grace thanks Renaissance staff for believing she’s a Top Girl, and all the incredible women in her life who’ve encouraged her along the way.

Mary MacDonald Kerr* (Pope Joan/Mrs. Kidd) Mary is thrilled to be performing at Renaissance again! Previous acting roles here include Anna in BURN THIS and Woman (number 3 I think?) in STRING OF PEARLS. Mary also directed two shows for Renaissance – LUNA GALE and WOMAN IN BLACK. Mary has been a theatre artist in the Milwaukee area for 20-some years. Favorite acting roles include QZ in THE FEW, Alice in THE DETECTIVE’S WIFE, Sheila in JOE EGG and Lina in THREE DAYS OF RAIN at Milwaukee Chamber Theatre; Terry in SIDEMAN, Frankie in VOICE OF THE PRAIRIE, Sylvia in SYLVIA and Li’l Bit in HOW I LEARNED TO DRIVE at Next Act Theatre; and Barbra Di Marco in five different runs of SHEAR MADNESS with John McGivern. Favorite directing projects include THE GLASS MENAGERIE at In Tandem, GOING TO ST. IVEs at Next Act, and most recently MOTHER COURAGE at Carthage College. Mary has been married to the fabulous Ron Shanaver for 26 years and has two beautiful daughters, Charlie and Zoe.

Elyse Edelman (Angie/ Waitress) Elyse is thrilled to work with Renaissance again after appearing in THE DROWNING GIRLS last season! Wisconsin theater credits include multiple productions with American Players Theatre, Door Shakespeare, Forward Theater Company, First Stage, Luminous Theatre, In Tandem Theatre, and the Milwaukee Repertory Theatre Company. Other regional theatre credits include The Guthrie, Park Square Theatre, People’s Centre Theatre (Minneapolis/St. Paul), Utah Shakespeare Festival (Cedar City), Chicago Children’s Theatre, The Accidents (Chicago), and Riverside Theatre in the Park (Iowa City). She is a proud graduate of Ken Washington’s University of Minnesota/Guthrie Theater BFA Actor’s Training Program, LISPA, the Globe Theater in London, and the inaugural class of First Stage’s Young Company (along with Grace DeWolff!). Thanks, as always, to my teachers. Website: www.elyseedelman.com

Karissa Murrell Myers~ (Lady Nijo/Win) Credits include GLORIA (Kendra u/s) and KING OF THE YEES (Actor 2 u/s) at Goodman Theatre; OTHELLO (Iago) at Invictus Theatre; THE HOLIDAYS UNWRAPPED (Mali/Eileen) at Erasing the Distance; FAREWELL MY FRIEND (Iseult) and FOR ONE: EUGENIA (Eugenia) at (re)discover theatre; TEA (Himiko) at Prologue Theatre Company; BLITHE SPIRIT (Ruth) at Kennedy Theatre in Honolulu for which she won the Po’okela Award for “Actress in a Leading Role”. Staged readings at Goodman Theatre, Silk Road Rising, Raven Theatre, and Strangegloop Theatre. Television credits include CHICAGO MED, CHICAGO PD, ELECTRIC DREAMS, and THE EXORCIST. MFA in Performance from the University of Hawaii at Manoa, BA in Acting/Directing.
from Boise State University. Proud member of SAG-AFTRA. Representation: Big Mouth Talent. www.kmurrellmyers.com

Jenny Wanasek*
(Isabella Bird/Louise)
Ms. Wanasek is delighted to be acting for Renaissance Theaterworks again. She previously played Emily Dickinson in the one woman show THE BELLE OF AMHERST. She’s directed five productions for the company: LETTICE AND LOVEG, EDUCATING RITA, AMERICAN FIESTA, MEMOIR, and FULL GALLOP. She has acted in some 35 productions and directed as many for The Milwaukee Repertory Theatre, Next Act, First Stage, In Tandem, Milwaukee Chamber Theatre, Skylight Music Theatre, Sweetwood Productions, and The Marcus Center, among others. She teaches Theatre of the Oppressed techniques at UW-Milwaukee and is co-founder of The Center for Applied Theatre. She is a recipient of the Footlights Award for leading actress in a play for her performance in VANYA AND SONIA AND MASHA AND SPIKE at Milwaukee Chamber Theatre.

Rachael Zientek (Gret/ Jeanine)
Rachael Zientek is thrilled to be making her Renaissance Theaterworks debut in TOP GIRLS. Recent credits include MR. BURNS: A POST ELECTRIC PLAY at Luminous Theatre and 4000 MILES at Forward Theater. She will next be seen in URINETOWN at Skylight Music Theatre. Thanks and enjoy the show!

Stephen Hudson-Mairet (Scenic Designer)
Stephen is the Chair of the Digital Media and Performing Arts at Marquette University. Stephen is excited to return to Renaissance to design TOP GIRLS. Previously he completed the scene design for Renaissance Theaterworks production of CENSORED ON FINAL APPROACH. Stephen has design scenery and or lighting for numerous productions at Marquette and around the Milwaukee area, and in the greater Midwest. This season, Stephen designed scenery for MIRACLE ON SOUTH DIVISION STREET with Milwaukee Chamber Theatre and A YEAR WITH FROG AND TOAD and PERICLES with Marquette Theatre. Stephen thanks Suzan and the Renaissance Theaterworks family for making this wonderful opportunity possible. Stephen lives quite happily in a very old house in Wauwatosa with his wife Heidi, and daughters Emma and Grace.

Julie Ahlgrim (Projection & Assistant Scenic Designer)
Julie is a thrilled to be working with Renaissance Theaterworks for this production of TOP GIRLS and assisting Stephen Hudson-Mairet again with scenic and projection designs. She has assisted Stephen in productions at Marquette University and in Milwaukee Chamber Theatre production of MIRACLE ON SOUTH DIVISION STREET. At Marquette, Julie explored many facets of theater eventually designing sets and costumes for many of the program’s productions. Julie was a team member for the KCACTF award winning design of Marquette’s production of SKIN OF OUR TEETH. After graduating, Julie moved back to Chicago loving her job as an assistant designer a Daprato Rigali Studios, a church restoration company. Julie would like to thank her parents for supporting her in every way.

Sarah Hamilton (Lighting Designer)
Sarah is a Milwaukee-based lighting designer who is delighted to be joining the Renaissance team for the first time! Recent local credits include CAT IN THE HAT, BLUE STOCKINGS, HAIRSPRAY JR. (First Stage); CHICAGO, ANYTHING GOES (Wauwatosa West High School); DANCING ON THE CEILING (presented by Simone Ferro); LES LIAISONS DANGERUES (UWM Department of Theatre) and numerous student, faculty, and guest artist works for the UW-Milwaukee Department of Dance. Sarah is also the Production Manager and Lighting Director for Davalois Fearon Dance (New York) and holds an MFA in Lighting Design from Illinois State University.
Madelyn Yee (Prop Designer) Madelyn is so pleased to be back at Renaissance this season. Currently residing in Milwaukee, she is a freelance designer and props artisan. She has worked with theatres around town including Skylight Music Theatre, Milwaukee Chamber Theatre, Milwaukee Repertory, Bronzeville Arts Ensemble, KOHL's Wild Theatre, and Splinter Group. RTW credits include props for THE VIOLET HOUR, LUNA GALE, DROWNING GIRLS, and LETTICE AND LOVAGE; and scenic design for THE BALLAD OF EMMETT TILL. Other recent favorites include scenic design for THE BROTHERS SIZE (Milwaukee Chamber Theatre), and EXIT STRATEGY (Forward Theater); props for GREAT EXPECTATIONS (Milwaukee Chamber Theatre); and the Azor puppet build for ZÉMIRE ET AZOR (Skylight Music Theatre). Many thanks to her family and Joe for their love and support.

Sarah Ramos (Sound Designer) Sarah has been the Resident Audio and Video Supervisor at Court Theatre in Chicago for seven years. For Renaissance Theaterworks, she has sound designed ENFRASCADA, THE UNDERSTUDY, and LETTICE AND LOVAGE. Locally, she has also worked with First Stage and Milwaukee Chamber Theatre. In Chicago, she has worked with Goodman Theatre, Steppenwolf Theatre, Lookingglass Theatre, Drury Lane Theatre, American Blues Theatre, About Face Theatre, Gift Theatre, Congo Square Theatre, Bailiwick Chicago, Teatro Luna, Prop Thtr, and Livewire Chicago. Regionally, she has worked with Indiana Repertory Theatre (IN), AndHow Theater Company (NY), Gateway Playhouse (NY), and Piedmont Opera (NC). She is an alumna of the North Carolina School of the Arts.

Amy Horst (Costume Designer) Amy returns to RTW after last season’s LUNA GALE. Other RTW credits include STOP KISS, THE TROJAN WOMEN, SPINNING INTO BUTTER, and the first RTW production ever, A DIFFERENT MOON. Amy has designed for many local companies in this space, including the fondly remembered Theatre X and Bialystock & Bloom, and the still mighty Milwaukee Chamber Theatre. Thank you to the amazing women+ who surround me daily, providing support and inspiration so that we may all rise. This is dedicated to my heart warriors who have gone before – Rose, Laurie, and Elizabeth, and to my mother Linda, who taught me the meaning of work. Love to Birger and Thomas, who are my reason why. Black lives matter.

Raeleen McMillion* (Dialect Coach) Raeleen is very happy to return to RTW for more dialect work. Raeleen has coached several dialects for Renaissance, including SKIN TIGHT (New Zealand), THE ROAD TO MECCA (South African), and BALLAD OF EMMETT TILL (Mississippi). She was recently seen onstage at Milwaukee Chamber Theatre as Clara Nowak in MIRACLE ON SOUTH DIVISION STREET, and has also had the pleasure of coaching dialect there on several productions: JOE EGG, BROOKLYN BOY, LESSON FROM ALOES, THE FEW, and FRANKIE & JOHNNY IN THE CLAIRE DE LUNE. She has served as vocal coach for Skylight as well, rounding out the Broadway Theatre Center experience with MY FAIR LADY, VIOLET, LA CAGE AUX FOLLES, and SWEENEY TODD. Raeleen teaches Acting, Voice & Speech, and Dialects at UW-Milwaukee’s Peck School of the Arts, and is a member of Voice & Speech Trainers Association (VASTA) and The American Dialect Society.

Rick Pendzich (Assistant Dialect Coach) An actor in Milwaukee, Rick has only recently begun coaching dialects for the stage. Assistant Dialect Coaching credits include SWEENEY TODD (Skylight Music Theatre), MARY POPPINS (Divine Savior Holy Angels), and MAJOR BARBARA (UWM).

Lisa Rasmussen (Managing Director) Lisa started as Renaissance Theaterworks’ Development Director with excitement in the summer of 2008. In December 2017, Lisa was promoted to the position of Managing Director. Prior experience includes stage management for...
ComedySportz-Milwaukee and more than five years in marketing. Lisa received her BA in Theater and Psychology from Cardinal Stritch University in 2003. Lisa is a member of The Association of Fundraising Professionals. She loves living in Bay View with husband Jake and daughter Anna.

Izetta Rees (Marketing & PR Director) Izetta holds a BA in Theater with Minors in Art and Communication Arts from Cardinal Stritch University. This is her 5th season with Renaissance Theaterworks (RTW), having been promoted to Marketing Director in Spring of 2017. In addition to her work at RTW, Izetta is a local actor and the Costume Designer for UW-Rock County’s Theatre Department. She lives happily in Mukwonago with her supportive husband, Trevor.

Dana Dossett (Development Manager) Dana holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Theater from Drake University and a Master of Science in Nonprofit Management and Leadership from UW-Milwaukee. Prior to joining RTW, Dana most recently served as the Grants and Communications Coordinator for The Women’s Center in Waukesha. She loves exploring Milwaukee with her husband, Corey, and son, Micah.

Mallory Metoxen (Artistic Associate & Director of New Play Development) [photo on file] Mallory is a freelance director dedicated to working with playwrights, developing new works, and narrowing the gender parity gap in theatre. She spearheaded and continues to run, refine, and expand Br!NK; RTW’s play development series for Midwestern woman playwrights. Mallory Co-Directed LUCKY NUMBERS by 2014 Br!NK playwright Gwendolyn Rice, which RTW took to the Samuel French OOB Festival in NYC and the inaugural MKE Fringe Festival. Favorite directing credits include THE UNDERSTUDY, THE DROWNING GIRLS, and SEX WITH STRANGERS (Renaissance Theaterworks), THESE SHINING LIVES (Umbrella Group), THE EFFECT OF GAMMA RAYS ON MAN-IN-THE-MOON MARIGOLDS (Splinter Group) and new works for Br!NK including PARTS OF SPEECH by Janet Burroway, THE HALL OF FINAL RUIN by Kelly McBurnette-Andronicos, TEN THOUSAND MOONS FROM HERE by Kathleen Allison Johnson & Gail Sterkel, and ANNIE JUMP AND THE LIBRARY OF HEAVEN by Reina Hardy which RTW will fully produce in their 2018/19 Season. Mallory will begin pursuing an MFA in Directing at DePaul University in Fall of 2018.

GREEN ROOM GROUP
RTW's Major Donors Group

Get me in the green room! ➞
Contact Lisa at 414.273.0800 x202 or LRasmussen@r-t-w.com
Our Green Room Group is a collection of our major individual donors. When these generous souls contribute $1,000 or more annually, they become members of this fun, exclusive group. Donations listed were received between July 1, 2016 and February 28, 2018.

As a Green Room Group member you make a huge difference in the success of RTW. Your gift supports gender balance. You enable RTW to hire the finest actors and directors who bring us extraordinary, sold-out performances. If you appreciate the work we do and want to become a part of it, now is the time to contribute.

**LEVELS OF MEMBERSHIP**

**Turquoise $1,000 - $1,999**
- Invitations to 1–2 unique, exclusive events per season (Green Room Group members only) where you will enjoy rare insight into the plays we produce and access to playwrights, directors, artistic directors, actors or other luminaries
- A voucher for 2 complimentary drinks (wine, beer or soda) at the lobby bar or upstairs in the Skylight Bar and Bistro

| ANONYMOUS | Ruth De Young Kohler | David Paris |
| Isabel & Alfred Bader | Pam Kriger | Lois & Richard Pauls |
| Donna & Donald Baumgartner | Nancy & Arthur Laskin | Judy Perkins & Dave Keen |
| Kay & John Crichton | Rita & Dennis Lindner | Gwen Plunkett |
| Jean & John DiMotto | Joan Lubar & John Crouch | Jodi Ristau |
| Suzan & Jeff Fete | Sherry & Richard E. Lundell | Mary & Ross Read |
| David Flores | Jane Barclay Mandel & Paul Mandel | Jennifer Rupp & Dick Chudnow |
| Pamela Frautsch & Richard Ippolito | Barbara Manger & Bill Lynch | Angela T. Streika |
| Dr. Kathleen Hickey & John P. Hickey, Jr. | Robb Marks in honor of Sally Marks | Nicole Teweles |
| Mary & Mark Hollister | Theresa & Robert Muselman | Julie Tolan & Mark Wiesman |
| Judith Keyes | Joseph Pabst | Bettie Zillman |

**Peridot $2,000 - $2,999**
- The Turquoise level benefits (above)
- 3 free parking passes for your use throughout the season

| Laura & Mike Arnow | Jill Heavenrich | Julia Uihlein |
| Kathy & Stewart Friend | Julilly Kohler | Judy Zwirlein |
| | Sandy Laedtke | |

**Jade $3,000- $4,999**
- The Turquoise level benefits (above)
- The Peridot level benefits (above)
- 2 complimentary tickets to see a show by Milwaukee Chamber Theatre, our friends and neighbors

| F. Colin & Paula Cabot | Anne & Ormond MacDougald | Mike Reavis |
| Marie Christine & Stephen Fox | Mary Jo & Guy McDonald | Lois Smith |
| Marianne & Sheldon Lubar | Kate & Ken Muth | |

**Emerald $5,000+**
- The Turquoise level benefits (above)
- The Peridot level benefits (above)
- The Jade level benefits (above)
- A 1-night sponsorship dedicated to you, a loved one or a business of your choice (think of a special birthday, anniversary or other milestone that you could acknowledge in a special way!)

| ANONYMOUS (2) | Marie Kohler & Brian Mani | Rodney Wram |
| Sandy & George Dionisopoulos | Laura Lindner | Sandra Zingler & Barbara Johnson |
| Sue & Tim Frautsch | Lynde Uihlein | |
The Performing Arts Matter!

UNITEDPERFORMINGARTSFUND

By donating to the United Performing Arts Fund, you can provide children with an outlet for creativity and expression. You can help create jobs and boost the local economy. You can make our city a more creative place. To put it simply, your support of Milwaukee’s performing arts makes life better for everyone.

Donate today at UPAF.org/donate
Renaissance Theaterworks gratefully acknowledges the following individuals and organizations for their generous annual support. Donations listed were received between July 1, 2016 and February 28, 2018. Those who are **bolded** chose to **BE BOLD** by giving a new gift of $100 or increasing their past gift by at least 10%.

**Exciting News!** You can now **make monthly installments for your annual contribution** by becoming a monthly sustaining donor at [www.r-t-w.com](http://www.r-t-w.com)

### DONORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Donor Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$50,000 &amp; above</td>
<td>United Performing Arts Fund (UPAF)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$10,000 - $49,999</th>
<th>ANONYMOUS (3)</th>
<th>Bader Philanthropies</th>
<th>Brico Fund, LLC</th>
<th>George &amp; Sandy Dionisopoulos</th>
<th>Sue &amp; Tim Fratschi</th>
<th>Greater Milwaukee Foundation</th>
<th>The Shubert Foundation, Inc</th>
<th>Bert L. &amp; Patricia S. Steigleder Charitable Trust</th>
<th>Rodney Wram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$5,000-9,999</th>
<th>CAMPAC</th>
<th>The Chicago Community Trust</th>
<th>City of Milwaukee Arts Board (MAB)</th>
<th>Ralph Evrinude Foundation</th>
<th>Laura Lindner</th>
<th>Jane Bradley Pettit Foundation</th>
<th>Lois Smith</th>
<th>Wisconsin Arts Board</th>
<th>Sandra Zingler &amp; Barbara Johnson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| $1,000 - $4,999 | Anonymous (2) | JoAnne Anton | Laura & Mike Arnow | Associated Bank | Isabel & Alfred Bader | Donna & Donald Baumgartner | Brewers Community Foundation | Clare M. Peters | Dollars | Kay & John Crichton | Jean & John DiMotto | Suzan & Jeff Fete | David Flores | Foley & Lardner, LLP | Pamela Fratschi & Richard Ippolito | Kathy & Stewart Friend | Jill Heavenrich | Dr. Kathleen Hickey & John P. Hickey, Jr. | Mary & Mark Hollister | Johnson Controls Foundation | Judith Keyes | Marie Kohler & Brian Mani | Julilly Kohler | Ruth De Young Kohler | Pam Kriger | Sandra Laedtke | Nancy & Arthur Laskin |
|----------------|---------------|---------------|----------------|---------------------|----------------|---------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------------------|-----------------|--------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|

|----------------|---------------|-----------------|----------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------|----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------|-----------------|

**$200 - $499**

DONORS cont.

Chris McAuliffe
Sarah McEneany & Robert L. Smith
Lynne & Neal Miller
Sara & Howard Miller
Wendy Moeller
Lori Morse & Robert Gardenier
Jane Nicholson & Nancy Shea
Pat O’Connell
Deborah & Jamshed Patel
Pam Percy & Marty Hintz
Beverly Polaski
Jill Anna Ponasik & William Bradley, III
Amy Rabideau Silvers & Joe Silvers
Lynn & Paul Rix
Karyn & Dave Roelke
Cris Ros-Dukler
Susan & Michael Schall
Maggie Smith
Stafford Rosenbaum, LLP
Carol & Kevin Schuele
Judith & Bob Scott
Katherine M. Smith
Eileen & George Stone
Donna & Paul Tanzer
Aiden & Gus Taylor
Dr. Linda Timm
Michele & Tom Traband
Terry Tuttle & Michael Murphy
Caroline & Michael Weil
Joan C. Wiegand Family Fund
Susan Winecki

$100 - $199

ANONYMOUS (5)
Nancy Arndt
Marilyn M. Auer
Laurie Augustyn-Fier
Robert Balderson
Paula & Mark Bell
Mary & Richard Bock
Felicia A. Bogdanski
Julie & William Bonnell
Jackie Boynton
Theresa Brannan & Brian Bauman
Elisabeth Townsend Bridge & Flint Bridge
Anne & Arthur Brooks
Christy Brooks & Allen Silverstein
Lisa Bruce & Dan Lanzdorf
Doris Carroll
Gayle Caya
Jane & Stephen Chernof
Greg Chrisafs
Karen & Richard Christenson
Joan Christopherson Schmidt
Sue Cleary-Koch
Shirley Conlon & Jess Brownell
Mary & James Connelly
Darla Coulson
Donald Cramer
Pat & Phil Crump
Philip Dallman
Emily DiNardo
Marcee Doherty-Elst & Christopher Elst
Sandy Duffy
Cecile & Dennis Engel
Cynthia Faraglia, Realty Executives
Matthew Fete in honor of Suzan Fete
Kristin & Robert Fewel
Faye Flesia
Liz Furse
Pat Gahl & Gregory Polak
Noreen Gilbertsen
Avery Goodrich, Jr.
Mary Anne Gross
Jami & Joe Hanreddy
Nicholas Harazin
Margaret & David Harvey
Lisa & Mick Hatch
Anne & Charles Heide
Robert Hirschi
Dolores & Nate Holman
Robin & Hugh Hoffman
Barbara & Emory Ireland
Angela & George Jacobi
Bett Jacquart
Nancy Jankovich
Jennifer Jin
Shelby Keefe
Sarajane & Robert Kennedy
Judy Kesser
George Kiebala
Brandy Kline & Michael Anderson
Lou Ann Koval
Konrad Kuchenbach & John E. Holland
Matt Kurlinski
Catherine La Fleur
Diane Lane
Judy & Norman Lasca
Anne Lehmer
Shana Lewis
Sara & Brian Lipman
Suzanne & Gregory Lochen
Lynn Lucius & Richard Taylor
Lois Malawsky & Dr. Jay Larkey
Susie & Rick Mandel
Joseph Manone
Donna & Jerry Martynski
Juanita Mast & Jeanne Durnford
Elaine McDermott
Mary McCann
Andy McCarthy
LaVerne McCoy
Barbara McMath
Raeleen McMillan
Sandra & Marc McSweeney
Donna & Tony Meyer
Vivian Moller
Cindy H. Molloy
Jequitta & Mark Molot
Sharon & Jim Morrissey
Christine Mortensen
Jack & Lucia Murtaugh
Ann Navin
Michael Necroto
Susan & John Nicholson
Christine & James O’Brien
Kathy & Alan Olsen
Paula Penebaker
Claire Pfleger
Kathryn Plumb & Boris Gendelev
Ann Powers
Teresa Prattke
Gloria Ramos
Mary Ann & Greg Renz
Terri & John Ridley
Thomas Ronquillo
Julie & Mason Ross
Joyce Rubenstein
Ann & John Ruetz
Ruth Schudson
Diane Slomowitz
Minna R. Smith in honor of Lorraine Buehler
Judith & Jerrel Stanley
Barbara & Louis Stippich
Linda & Tom Streifender
Lisa Teel
Gretchen Titus
Jacque Troy
Adam Tuzzo
Barbara L. Ulichny
Deborah Unger in honor of Tracey Carson
Lisa Van Ert & David Cook
Sheryl Van Haren
Susan Vetrovsky & Michael Goldstone, MD
Julie Vosper & Jon Olson
Mary M. Wegener
Dave Williams
Trefor & Barbara Williams
Sandy Wysocki
Michael Wright & Ray Jivoff
Susan Zientek
Connie & Howard Zemlicka
Andrew Zwirlein

$50 - $99

Elizabeth Amato
ANONYMOUS (4)
Elaine Antin in memory of Carol Wacker
Michele Askren
Bank of New York Mellon
Community Partnership
Rose Balistreri & Bruce Murphy
Carole Barnum
F. Tessa & Richard Bartels
Estate of Fred Berman
Holly Blomquist
Bradley Brin
Alan Brostoff
Mary & Jeff Brown
Kathi & Bruce Campbell
Valerie Clarke
Lois Clementi
Alexander Coddington
DONORS cont.

David Counard  
Barbara Dittl  
Kathleen & Dale Eggert  
Sarah J. Ford & Randall Klumb  
Cheri & Jim Frankwick  
Paula Garcia  
Barbara & Don Goldberg  
Ellen Goldstein  

Jennifer Gray  
Jane Grogan & Robert Blitzke  
Kathy Grogan  
Charles Grosz  

Rachel & Dennis Hafemann  
Richard D. Halverson  

Diane & Ernest Hanson  
Anita Harder  
Ilze Heider  

Gerry Howze  
Ruth & William Jones  
Suzanne Kelley  
Janet Kirkbride  
Mary S. Knudten  
Susan & Daniel Koenigsberger  
Laurah Kohler  

Ericka Kreutz  
Marilyn Kupka  
Susan Lastarria-Cornhiel  

Justine Leonard  
Karen & Dennis Leyer  
Mary Ellen Lukaszewicz  
Sherrie Lyons  

Kate Marrs  
Rebecca McMillion  
Georgenne McNichol  
James Meyers  
Patricia Monroe  

Elizabeth & Kenneth Nowakowski  
Holly & Gregory Orlowski  
Elaine & Thomas Pagedas  
Janet & Randy Peterson  

Corliss Phillabaum  
Mary S. Pollock  

Red Oak Writing in honor of Jennifer Rupp  

Matthew Reddin  
Jaci Rehm  
Linda Roethlisberger & Dennis Hennessey  
Sarah Ross in honor of Marty Ross  

Santovec Sharing Fund  
Anne Marie Siderits in memory of Roberta Dieden & Anna Gmoser Siderits  
Stan Spence  

Gaylen Stoa  
Maggie Stoefel  
Michael Sullivan  

Gina & John Taucher  
Harriet & Frederick Thomson  

Sara Toenes  
Douglas Visvader  
Michelle Waide  
Donna & Jerry Walsh  
We Energies Foundation  

Alyce & Russell Weiss  

Carole & William Wenerowicz  
Eileen Weyrauch in honor of Bailey Wegner  
Marilyn White  
Maxine Wishner  
Janet Yuhas in honor of Mallory Metoxen  

$25 - $49  
ANONYMOUS (4)  
Margaret Aboagye  
Christine Baranoucky  
April Cardinal  
Mary Jo Coffee  
Lynette & Reese DeVeau  
Tanya Dhein  

Dana & Corey Dossett  
Gary Drescher  
Julie Dunn & Brian Wirkus  
Nina Edelman  
Alice & Ed Eisendrath  
Janet Fischer  
Reesa & Irv Gottschalk  
Eleanor Harris & George Owen  

Donelle Johnson  
Maureen E. Kania  
Marcella M. Kearns  
Maureen Kilmurry  
Debbie Kneipe  
Karen & Fred Kreutz  
Paula Larsen  
Eva & Elliot Lipichik  
Norman Malmon  
Jacqueline Margis  
Kelly McBurnette-Andronicos  
Julie S. McHale  
Cara McMullin  
Lou Ann Morey  

Cynthia Musicant  
Sheila Payton  
Velta Pelcis  

Catherine Piotrowicz  
Nathanael Press  
Gwendolyn Rice  
Jacqueline Rice  
Linda Gale Sampson  
Kristine Schmidt  
Laurie Shovers  
Donald Siegel  
Catherine Spyres  
Sarah & Alex Starrett  

Julie Swenson  
Roberta Tacke  
William Thiemann  
Paul Ursuke  
Donna & Norm Vincent  

Yvonne & Mark Wagner  
Jane R. Wood  

Sue & Brian Yee  

Under $25  
ANONYMOUS (5)  
Sue Bronson & Dan Frankel  
Barbara Coyle  
Kathy Dahlk  
Michal Dawson  

Thallis Drake  
Deborah Dreyfus  
Joel Entringer  
Linda Even & Scott Kania  
Sally & Al Ferguson  
Phyllis & Jordan Fink  
Deborah Ford-Lewis  
Cindy Hennen  
Joe Herring  
Stephen Hudson-Mairet  
Pamela Jaques  
Kristine Jensen  
Karen M. Johnson & James R. Toth  
Ryne Kern  
Susan Koepsell  
Marjorie Kreuser  
Ruth Kurensky  
Robin Leenhouts  
Sally Lemke  
Elyce & Richard Lernor  

Catherine Madden  
Margaret Mulroy  

Bill O’Boyle  
Kathryn & Wilson D. Perry  
Lisa & Jake Rasmussen  
Izetta & Trevor Rees  
Donovan Riley  
Esther Rusch  
Heather Schuh  
Pamela Seccombe  
Gilbert Southwell, III  
Linda & Tom Southworth  


Bonnie Steindorf  
Carolyn J. Sweers  
Karen & Leo Tramm  
Paula Tuchheser-Jones & Todd Jones  

Dawn Wenzell  

Johnell Wesley  
Sandra Wiegand  

Elisabeth Yewer  
Cindy Zignego  

S.W.A.N. Gifts in Honor / Memory of a special woman:  
George Affeldt in memory of Nancy Tabor Fellenz Affeldt  
Michael Anderson in honor of Brandy Kline  
Alexander Coddington in honor of Elyse Edelman  
Tanya Dhein in honor of Abby Haak  
Marcee Doherty Elst in honor of Liz Christman & Stacee Slerret  
Matthew Fete in honor of Suzan Fete  
Suzan Fete in memory of Hazel Leukaupe  

Suzan Fete in honor of Sandy Laedke  
David Flores in honor of Pam Kriger, Dolores Lenore, Marlee Sabo & Barbara Gensler
**DONORS cont.**

Kathy Friend in honor of Sue Frautschi, Lola Loepfe, Julie Tolan, Maureen Oster & Mary Reed
Liz Furse & Sue Kelley in honor of Judy Zwirlein
Avery Goodrich, Jr. in honor of Julie Swenson
Jennifer Gray in honor of Celia Klehr
Nicholas Harazin in honor of Karen Estrada & Eleni Pappageorge
Milt Hwang in honor of Sarah Hwang
Sarah & Milt Hwang in honor of Pam Kriger
Sandra Laedtke in memory of Barbara Lawrence Schultz
Shana Lewis in honor of Bonnie Lewis
Sherrie Lyons in honor of Cassandra Bissell
Anonymous in honor of Kay Allmand
Mary McCann in honor of Fran Bauer
LaVerne McCoy in honor of Martha McCoy
Rebecca McMillion in honor of Raeleen McMillion
Georganne McNichol in honor of Karen Ozark
Michael Minter in honor of Barb Minter
Kate Muth in honor of Lisa Rasmussen
Michael Necroto in honor of Helen Necroto
Joseph Pabst in honor of Michael Johnston
Deborah Patel in honor of Cynthia Peterson
Herbert Quigley in honor of Christine Radiske
Sarah Ross in honor of Patty Ross
Mary Anne Siderits in memory of Roberta Dieden
Mary Anne Siderits in memory of Anna Gmoser Sideritis
Minna R. Smith in honor of Lorraine Buehler
Eileen Weyrauch in honor of Bailey Wegner
Janet Yuhas in honor of Mallory Metoxen

**Gifts in honor of Renaissance Theaterworks’ Co-Founders:**
Jean Bernstein & Matt Jensen
Brian Bauman
Betty Bostrom
Bonnie Birk & David Helling
Barbara Dittl
Jason Fassl
Mary & Matthew Flynn
Liz Furse
Barbara & Don Goldberg
Peter Goldberg
Mary Anne Gross
Patricia & Jerry Groth
Mary Ann & Robert Howard
Maureen Kilmurry
Mr. & Mrs. J.M. Kohler, Jr.
Leslie Kohler
Ericka Kreutz
Pam Kriger

**Gifts made in Memory:**
Elaine Antin in memory of Carol Wacker
Mary McCann in memory of Fran Bauer
PJ Rockwell in memory of Laurie Birmingham

**In celebration of Tracey Priestley:**
Kathleen & Dale Eggert
Noreen Gilbertsen
Ellen Goldstein
Ilze Heider
Laurie Shovers
Julie Vosper
Carole Wenerowicz
Carol White

**IN-KIND DONORS**

Anonymous (2)
Access Boutique
Allen Edmonds
Al Johnson’s Swedish Restaurant
Ambassador Hotel
American Players Theater
AntiShadows
JoAnne Anton
Arcadia Books
Laura & Mike Arnow
Aveda
Margaret Becker Pawlowski
Bel Canto Chorus
BelAir Cantina
Jean Bernstein
Bianchini Experience
Birch Creek Music Center
Black Shoe Hospitality
Blush Beauty
Breadsmit
Lisa & Flint Bridge
Burke Candy
C. Adams Bakery
Care-a-lotta
Tracey Carson
Cedarburg Chamber of Commerce
Cempazuchi Mexican Restaurant
Charles Allis & Villa Terrace Art Museum
Chez Jacques
Chicago Shakespeare Theater
Children’s Theater of Madison
City Tins
Clear Water Outdoor
Collettio Coffee
Comedy Café
ComedySportz
Cooper’s Hawk Winery
Craft Spot
Danceworks Incorporated
Edelweiss Boat Cruises
Gabrielle Davidson & Rob Lyon
Jayme Dawicki
Karen Estrada

Dermond Peterson
DigiCOPY
Discovery World
Kelly Doherty
Marcee Doherty-Elst & Christopher Elst
Door Shakespeare
Downer Liquor
Peggy Sue Dunigan
Elements East
Elements Massage
Ellipse Fitness
Ephraim Foundation
Evolution Milwaukee
Faye’s of Brookfield & Mequon
Cynthia Faraglia
Fazio’s Chocolate
Festa Italiana
Suzan & Jeff Fete
Florentine Opera
Flourish Beauty Boutique
Forward Theater Company
IN-KIND DONORS

Pamela Frautschi & Richard Ippolito
Sue & Tim Frautschi
Troy Freund
Kathy & Stewart Friend
Friends of Boerner Botanical Gardens
German Fest
Gilles Frozen Custard
Hannah Groeneveld
Great Lakes Distillery
Griffin Glass & Design
Harley-Davidson Museum
Sandray Hays & Walt Kelley
Hilton Garden Inn
Hilton Milwaukee City Center
Historic Milwaukee
Debbie & Tom Hitchcock
Hospitality Democracy
House on the Rock
Indian Summer Festival
Indulge Wine Room
In Tandem Theatre Company
InterContinental Hotel of Milw.
iPic Entertainment
Jennifer Jin
Barbara Johnson & Sandra Zingler
Tracy Johnson
Patti Keating Kahn & Chuck Kahn
Kickapoo Coffee
George Kiebala
Marie Kohler & Brian Mani
Koss Corporation
Kate Krueger - LuLaRoe
La Tarte Bakery
L’Image Skin Spa
Lakefront Brewery
Lake Geneva Cruise Line
Lakefront Brewery
Lakeshore Chinooks
Lela Boutique
Laura Lindner
Lowlands Restaurant Group
Lynden Sculpture Garden
Madison Ballet
Mainstream Boutique
Marcus Center for the Performing Arts
The Melting Pot
Jane & Paul Mandel
Meritage
Merriment Social
Metro Eye
Milwaukee Admirals
Milwaukee Art Museum
Milwaukee Brewers
Milwaukee Boat Line, LLC
Milwaukee Bucks
Milwaukee Chamber Theatre
Milwaukee County Parks
Milwaukee Film
Milwaukee Food & City Tours
Milwaukee Irish Fest
Milwaukee Opera Theatre
Milwaukee Pride, Inc
Milwaukee Repertory Theater
Milwaukee River Cruise Line
Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra
Milwaukee Wave
Milwaukee World Festival
Molloy’s
Menches Farm
Morningstar Golfers Club
Mount Olympus Water Park
Theresa & Bob Muselman
Kate & Ken Muth
The Nail Bar
Naked Wines
Neroli Spa and Salon
Neufangled Desserts
Next Act Theatre
Nooks & Crannts
North Point Light House
Northern Sky Theater
Olbrich Botanical Society
Onesto
Old World Wisconsin
Jason Orlenko
Pabst Mansion
Denise Peterson
Peninsula Players Theatre
The Pfister Hotel
Polish Fest
Potawatomi Bingo Casino
Princess Melodies
Reina International Motors
Revere’s Wells Street Tavern
Rocket Baby Bakery
Roots Salon
Rose’s Flower shop
RTW Board Members
The Ruby Tap
Schauer Arts Center
Lisa Schlenker
Schlitz Audubon Nature Center
Shedd Aquarium
SB Framing Gallery
Dob Schoenfeldt
Sharon Lynne Wilson Center
Skylight Music Theatre
Stone Creek Coffee
Sprecher Brewing Co.
The Spice House
Spring Green General Store
Stephanie Bartz Photography
Steven Paul Designs
Studio M Boudoir Photography
Michael Sullivan
Sunset Playhouse
Ken Swanson
Taliesin Preservation, Inc.
Ten Chimneys Foundation
Tess
Texas Roadhouse
Theater RED
Thief Wine
Third Avenue Playhouse
Tieks
Tosa Yoga Center
Uihlein/Wilson Architects
The Union House Restaurant
Urban Ecology Center
US Bank
Walt Disney World Co.
Eric Welch
Whistling Swan
Wild Space Dance Co.
Yo Mama Yogurt
Zoological Society of Milw.
Judy Zwirlein

SUPPORT WOMEN ARTISTS NOW

and honor a woman in your life with the
Renaissance Theaterworks’ 25th Anniversary
S.W.A.N. Feather Campaign.

More information in the lobby or visit
www.r-t-w.com/support
GREAT SERVICE IS GOOD BUSINESS!

Our Services:

- Graphic Design
- Copying & Printing
- Lamination
- Direct Mailing
- Banners
- Signage
- Blueprints
- Bindery
- Stationery
- Finishing
- Faxing
- Offset Printing
  ...AND MORE!

Hubertus
1311 Highway 175
262.628.3400

Downtown Milwaukee
775 N Jackson Street
414.272.3343

Grafton
1770 Wisconsin Ave
262.375.0500

New Berlin
2745 S Calhoun Road
262.796.0900

Visit us online at digitaledgecc.com or email info@digitaledgecc.com for a quote
If you never stopped asking “why?”
RENAISSANCE THEATERWORKS TEAM

Artistic Director ........................................................................................................ Suzan Fete
Managing Director .................................................................................................... Lisa Rasmussen
Marketing & PR Director ......................................................................................... Izetta Rees
Development Manager ............................................................................................ Dana Dossett
Artistic Associate & Director of New Play Development ...................................... Mallory Metoxen
Production Manager ................................................................................................ Bailey Wegner
Education Coordinator & Resident Teaching Artist .............................................. Marti Gobel
Special Events Artist ............................................................................................... Marcee Doherty-Elst
Intern ......................................................................................................................... Hailee Bode

TOP GIRLS STAFF

Director ....................................................................................................................... Suzan Fete
Assistant Director ..................................................................................................... Ashlee Elder
Stage Manager ......................................................................................................... Veronica Zahn*
Assistant Stage Manager ........................................................................................ Bailey Wegner
Technical Director .................................................................................................. Anthony Lyons
Scenic Design ........................................................................................................... Stephen Hudson-Mairet
Projection & Assistant Scenic Design ..................................................................... Julie Ahlgrim
Lighting Design ........................................................................................................ Sarah Hamilton
Props Design ............................................................................................................. Madelyn Yee
Sound Design ........................................................................................................... Sarah Ramos
Costume Design ....................................................................................................... Amy Horst
Dialect Coach .......................................................................................................... Raeleen McMillion*
Assistant Dialect Coach ........................................................................................ Rick Pendzich
Deck Chief ................................................................................................................. Tanya Dhein
Backstage Crew ......................................................................................................... Sam Mueller
Wardrobe Supervisor ............................................................................................... Darcy Devens
Scenery Construction ............................................................................................... Anthony Lyons, Timothy Linn, Scott Radtke
Scenic Painting ........................................................................................................... Marisa Abbott
Master Electrician ...................................................................................................... Colin Gawronski
Head House Manager .............................................................................................. Amanda Schumacher
House Managers ...................................................................................................... Bailey Wegner, Izetta Rees, Mallory Metoxen

*Appearing through an Agreement between Renaissance Theaterworks and Actors’ Equity Association, the Union of Professional Actors and Stage Managers in the United States
† Member of Voice & Speech Trainers Association & The American Dialect Society

BROADWAY THEATRE CENTER STAFF

Skylight Bar & Bistro ................................................................................................. operated by Indulge Wine Room
Box Office Manager .................................................................................................. Kelley Arlt
Box Office Supervisor .............................................................................................. Jennifer Tirado
Box Office Weekend Supervisor .............................................................................. Indalecio Valentin
Box Office Assistants .............................................................................................. Becky Cofta, Mike Dent, Mary Jo Perez, Tessa Larson, Amanda Woods
Custodian .................................................................................................................. Paul Kaishian

SPECIAL THANKS

Marquette University, Studio Gear, Skylight Music Theatre, Timothy Linn, Joel Penegor, Milwaukee Chamber Theatre, Milwaukee Rep, Burke Candy, Footlights, Troy Freund, UW-Milwaukee, UW-Parkside, The University Club, RTW Board of Directors & Audience Development Committee
THE CHILDREN’S HOUR

WRITTEN BY Clare Barron
DIRECTED BY Maddi Conway
DATES & LOCATION TO BE ANNOUNCED

YOU GOT OLDER

LEARN MORE AT OUTSKIRTSTHEATRE.ORG
Doubt
a parable

by John Patrick Shanley
directed by C. Michael Wright
featuring Colleen Madden,
April Paul, Malkia Stampley
& Marcus Truchinski

APRIL 12-29, 2018
A Pulitzer- and Tony-winning master study...
that leaves nothing certain!

Broadway Theatre Center | 158 N. Broadway | Milwaukee
414.291.7800 | milwaukeechambertheatre.com
Where Great Stories Come To Life.
GENERAL INFORMATION

2017-2018 marks 25 years of debt-free operation for Renaissance Theaterworks. For 25 years, Renaissance Theaterworks has been an advocate for women theater artists; providing roles for women both onstage and off and keeping women's stories and perspectives center stage.

Since its inception in 1993, RTW has mounted over 100 productions and staged-readings. Among these are nine original works by Wisconsin playwrights, seven World Premieres and one North American Premiere. RTW has shared many women’s stories and provided opportunities for over 700 theater professionals, 75% of whom have been women.

Today RTW remains Milwaukee's only women-founded, women-run professional theater company. The mission of Renaissance Theaterworks is to create moving theater that connects with our shared sense of being human, dedicated to promoting the work of women onstage and off. Renaissance Theaterworks was founded in 1993 by Suzan Fete, Marie Kohler, Raeleen McMillion, Jennifer Rupp, and Michele Traband.

RENAISSANCE THEATERWORKS BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2017-18

**Executive Committee**
President: Laura Lindner  
Vice President: Tracey Carson  
Treasurer: Laura Arnow  
Secretary: Gretchen Titus

**Directors**
Gabrielle Davidson  
George Dionisopoulos  
Susan Frautschi  
Kathy Friend  
Sandra Hays  
Gerry Howze  
Michael Johnston  
Patti Keating Kahn  
Jodi Ristau  
Joyce Rubenstein  
Lois Smith  
Julie Tolan  
Kim Wynn

AFFILIATIONS

Renaissance Theaterworks is a member of Theatre Communications Group, the national service organization of non-profit professional theaters, and of Theatre Wisconsin, UPAF, The Historic Third Ward Association, Hispanic Professionals of Greater Milwaukee & Visit Milwaukee

ABOUT UPAF

Each year, more than 30,000 individuals, corporations and foundations in greater Milwaukee annually support the UPAF annual campaign, making it one of the nation's largest united arts funds. In addition to raising and allocation operating funds, UPAF is enhancing its value to the community, donors and performing arts by serving as a community wide resource for developing the excellence, reputation and impact of our performing arts.
It’s Never Too Early to Plan for Your Retirement

Crystal Sdano, Financial Advisor

Let me create a complimentary, no-obligation plan for you. This is a 3-step process:

1. We meet and I get to know a little bit about you and your goals.
2. I use my knowledge and tools to create a plan designed to help you reach those goals.
3. When completed, we get together again. I present the plan to you and answer any questions. If you are comfortable with everything, I then become your financial advisor and we put the plan into action.

Let’s get started today to create the future you desire!

414-768-1984  www.savaglia.com
7300 S. 13th St. Suite 103, Oak Creek, WI 53154

Investment Advisor Representative offering securities & advisory services through Cetera Advisor Network LLC, member FINRA/SIPC. Cetera is under separate ownership from any named entity.